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Description

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator. The present invention relates more particularly to a radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator that applies a tag to a length of tape and then applies the length of tape including the tag to an object. The present invention also generally relates to a method of applying radio-frequency identification tags to an object.

[0002] Various radio-frequency identification tags (RFID tags) are known in the art. For example, radio-frequency identification tags are commercially available from Intermec Technologies Corporation located in Everett, Washington as Intellitag brand RFID tags. RFID tags are also currently available from Rafsec OY, located in Tampere, Finland, and from SCS Corporation located in San Diego, California under the brand named Duralabel. Radio-frequency identification tags are also known as radio-frequency identification inlets or radio-frequency identification transponders.

[0003] Radio-frequency identification tag systems have been proposed for use in inventory tracking. In such a system, a radio-frequency identification tag is attached to an item or package or location, and contains a non-volatile memory for storing information identifying the item or package or location and electronic circuitry for interacting with an interrogator. Radio-frequency identification tags may be passive or active. In the case of a passive radio-frequency identification tag, the tag includes circuitry for converting at least a portion of the received RF signals into electrical power needed by the tag for signal processing and transmission. In a typical conventional system, radio-frequency identification tags containing information associated with the identities of inventory items to be tracked are attached to the inventory items. A radio-frequency identification interrogator is used to detect the presence of a radio-frequency identification tag and read the identification information from the tag.

[0004] A typical radio-frequency identification interrogator includes a radio-frequency transceiver for transmitting interrogation signals to and receiving response signals from radio-frequency identification tags, one or more antennae connected to the transceiver, and associated decoders and encoders for reading and writing the encoded information in the received and transmitted radio-frequency signals, respectively. The interrogator may be a portable device, which can be brought near the tags to be read; or it may be a stationary device, which reads the tags as they are brought to the interrogator, as in the case of tagged library books being returned to a return station that is fitted with an interrogator.

[0005] Various apparatuses and methods for printing labels are known in the art. For example, EP Patent No. 0996 084 A2, "Device for Printing on a Medium," describes a device intended to be used to print on a medium that has a sending- and/or receiving-device, a printer and a write- and/or read-device are intended. The printer prints the medium depending on the received print data, and the write- and/or read-device communicates with the sending- and/or receiving device in the medium.

[0006] U.S. Patent No. 5,405,482 (Morrissette et al.) "Labeling Machine," in its abstract, describes a labeling machine in which pressure sensitive adhesively backed labels are releasably adhered to a backing strip moving along a path from a dispensing roll to a take-up roll. The labels are removed from the backing strip onto a rotating applicator drum at a first station along said path, and the thus removed labels are transferred from the applicator drum at a first station along said path, and the thus removed labels are transferred from the applicator drum to a second station. The improvement comprises a scanning unit, a comparator unit, and a removal unit. The scanning unit is positioned in advance of the first station for reading indicia appearing on the labels adhered to said backing strip. The comparator unit is associated with the scanning unit for comparing the indicia on the labels with a preselected standard and for generating a control signal in the event of a mismatch between the standard and the indicia appearing on an incorrect label. The removal unit is responsive to the control signal for removing the incorrect label from the applicator drum at a location intermediate the first and second station.

[0007] U.S. Patent No. 5,342,461 (Murphy), "High Speed Continuous Conveyor Printer/Applicator," in its abstract, describes a label printer and applicator system which determines the height and position of moving objects on a conveyor while printing labels and positioning the labels for application on the moving objects. The printer/applicator includes a controllable label buffer, applicator actuator and label ejector to receive and apply the printed label, or eject the label when it has been determined that the application to the object cannot be made. Further embodiments include multiple applicators deployed along the conveyor to permit higher conveyor velocities and avoidance of unlabeled objects due the height/proximity relationships with adjacent packages.

[0008] U.S. Patent No. 5,229,587 (Kimura et al.), "Bar Code Label Printer and Bar Code Label Issuing Method," in its abstract, describes a bar code label printer including a label sheet feeding unit for feeding a label sheet on which plural labels are adhered to at regular intervals, a printing unit for printing a bar code on the respective labels, a label peeling unit for peeling the printed labels from the label sheet, a sheet drawing unit for drawing the label sheet after the peeling unit, a bar code verifying unit for verifying the bar code printed on the label to detect an ineffective bar code, a re-printing unit for re-printing the same bar code as the ineffective bar code on the next label when the bar code verifying unit detects the ineffective bar code, and an ineffective bar code label remaining unit for remaining the ineffective bar code label on the label sheet without peeling. A bar code label issuing method uses the above described bar code label
printer to issue only effective bar code label in an automatically control manner.

[0009] U.S. Patent No. 5,232,539 (Carpenter et al.), "Object Labeling Machine," in its abstract, describes a machine for applying labels to products of various sizes that employs a movable printer-applicator head. Control circuitry responsive to sensors located along a conveyor by which the products are moved toward the machine generates output signals to an electrical motor which drives the printer/applicator head at a speed defined by the processor output signals. Labels to be printed are supplied to the head from a label supply strip wound on a label supply reel mounted on the stationary part of the machine. The portion of the strip extending between the reel and the head is provided with a loop to assure sufficient length of the strip for free movement by the head. The strip is lengthened by an amount less than the length of a label each time a label is removed and is lengthened by an additional amount each time a short-loop condition is detected. A pick plate assembly for removing unwanted labels is maintained in a retracted position along one side of the head when not in use, in order to avoid interference with the products to be labeled.

[0010] U.S. Patent No. 5,971,437 (Sakashita), "Non-contact Type Data Carrier Label," in its abstract, describes a non-contact type data carrier label having a data carrier for storing information and a support member for holding the data carrier, which it is able to attach to a product. The support member has a holding portion for holding the data carrier and paste portion to be pasted on the product in an attachable/detachable manner. A releasable type adhesive layer is formed on the support member. Thus, the data carrier label can be attached to and detached from the product more easily compared with that of conventional one.

[0011] U.S. Patent No. 5,153,842 (Dlugos, Sr. et al.), "Integrated Circuit Package Label and/or Manifest System," in its abstract, describes an integrated circuit card including a microprocessor, a memory and input and output devices. The card stores information regarding a parcel. The card is secured to the parcel and serves as a label. The card includes a liquid crystal display that displays a bar code. A similar integrated circuit card stores manifest data regarding a group of parcels. The card containing the manifest data is delivered to a carrier together with the group of parcels.

[0012] EP patent No. 0673007, "Improvements in or Relating to Article Tagging," in its abstract, describes a tagging material comprising a pressure sensitive adhesive tape incorporating electromagnetic sensor material whose presence can be detected. Tags are cut from the tagging material as the tagging material and articles are conveyed along converging paths and are adhered to the articles by the adhesive of the tape by means of apparatus comprising a tagging material feeding means and an applicator head.

[0013] Various apparatuses and methods for attaching tape to articles are known in the art. For example, box-sealing apparatuses are described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,507,907, U.S. Pat. No. 5,685,814, U.S. Pat. No. 5,730,831, U.S. Pat. No. 6,067,773, and U.S. Pat. No. 6,004,424. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul, MN, has sold one example of a box sealing apparatus under the trade name 3M-Matic, as a 700rks Random Case Sealer. Various taping heads for applying tape are also known in the art. For example, taping heads for applying tape are described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,173,140 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,228,943. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul MN, has sold one example of a taping head under the trade name AccuGlide II.

[0014] Various apparatuses and methods for printing on tape and applying a length of printed tape to articles are known in the art. For example, apparatuses for printing and applying tape are described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,049,347 (Ewert et al.), "Apparatus for Variable Image Printing on Tape," U.S. Pat. No. 6,067,103 (Ewert et al.), "Apparatus for Variable Image Printing on Tape," and PCT Publication WO 00/34131 (Faust et al.), "Varially Printed Tape And System For Printing And Applying Tape Onto Surfaces." Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company located in St. Paul, MN has sold print and apply case sealing applicators and print and apply corner sealing applicators under the brand name 3M-Matic as CA2000 Corner Label Applicator and PS2000 Print & Seal Applicator.

[0015] U.S. Pat. No. 5,897,741 (Mills et al.), "Apparatus for Applying Security Tags to Labels", discloses an apparatus for attaching an electronic security tag to a freshly printed label, wherein each label has an adhesive side and a printable side. The apparatus comprises a supply roll including a backing and a plurality of security tags attached thereto for supplying the electronic security tags. The apparatus further comprises means for printing indicia on the printable side and delivering the label to a label support. The apparatus includes a stripper element for separating the security tags from the backing at a label application station. The separated security tag is then attached to the label.

[0016] One aspect of the present invention, provides a radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator as recited in claims 1 to 9. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator comprises: a) a tag and tape handling system, comprising: i) a base; ii) a tape supplier holder attached to the base; iii) a tag supplier holder attached to the base; and iv) a tag applying mechanism attached to the base for applying a tag to a length of tape; and b) a taping head for applying the tag and the length of tape to an object. The taping head comprises: i) a tape cutting mechanism; and ii) a tape applying mechanism.

[0017] In one preferred embodiment of the above applicator, the tag and tape applicator includes a tape path between the tape supplier holder and the tape applying mechanism, wherein the tape cutting mechanism is located on the tape path between the tape supplier holder and the tape applying mechanism, and wherein the tag
The present invention will be further explained with reference to the appended Figures, wherein like structure is referred to by like numerals throughout the several views, and wherein:

Figure 1 is an isometric view of a preferred embodiment of the radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of the present invention;
Figure 2 is a side view of the tag and tape handling system of the present invention with a tag applying mechanism in a first position;
Figure 3 is a side view of the tag and tape handling system of Figure 2 with the tag applying mechanism in a second position;
Figure 4 is a schematic view of an illustrative embodiment of a radio-frequency identification tag applicator with a tag dispensing mechanism in a first position;
Figure 5 is a schematic view of the radio-frequency identification tag applicator of Figure 4 with the tag dispensing mechanism in a second position; and
Figure 6 is an isometric view of a box illustrating alternative locations for radio-frequency identification tags on the box.

The present invention generally provides a radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator that applies a tag to a length of tape and the length of tape with the tag to an object, such as an item of manufacture, a package, or carton. The present invention also generally relates to a method of applying radio-frequency identification tags to tape and of applying a length of tape to an object.

A preferred embodiment of a radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator 10 of the present invention is illustrated in Figure 1. The tag and tape applicator 10 includes a tape applicator 12, at least one taping head 14, and a tag and tape handling system 50. The tape applicator 12 includes a main frame 11. The main frame 11 includes a taping head frame 28 and a machine frame 13, which are attached to each other by columns. The taping head frame 28 preferably includes a second interrogator 29 mounted to it. The machine frame includes a conveyor 22, adjustable guides 24, and drive belts 26. An object may be inserted in the direction of A into the tag and tape applicator to apply a length of tape and a tag to the object. Preferably, the object is a package and more, preferably, the package is a box. The conveyor receives the box and conveys the box to the upper drive belts 26a and the lower drive belts 26b. The adjustable guides 24 guide the box along the conveyor 22, onto lower drive belts 26b, and under upper drive belts 26a. The taping head frame 28, which is mounted directly above the machine frame 13 by the columns, includes upper drive belts 26a, similar to lower drive belts 26b. Once the box is inserted into the tag and tape applicator 10 by conveyor 22 and guides 24, the drive belts 26a, 26b drive the box through the tag and tape applicator 10 and then out the side opposite the conveyor 22.
[0025] A suitable tape applicator 12 is commercially available from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul, Minnesota, under the trade name 3M-Matic, as 700ks Random Case Sealer. Other suitable tape applicators including a printer for printing on the tape are commercially available from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul, Minnesota, under the trade name 3M-Matic, as CA2000 Corner Label Applicator and as PS2000 Print and Seal Applicator. A suitable tape handling system 50 is commercially available from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul, Minnesota, under the trade name AccuGlide II.

[0026] The tag and tape applicator 10 includes a tag and tape handling system 50 mounted to the frame 11 above the taping head frame 28. The tag and tape handling system 50 is explained in more detail in reference to Figures 2 and 3.

[0027] Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the tag and tape handling system 50 of tag and tape applicator 10. The tag and tape handling system 50 includes a base 51, a tape supply holder 52, a base 51 by support 53, and a tag supply holder 62 attached to the base by another support 53. Preferably the tape supply holder 52 and tag supply holder 62 are rollers for receiving a roll. However, the holders 52, 62 could include a holder for receiving a stack of individual lengths of tape or a stack of individual tags. The tag and tape handling system 50 also includes a first dancer arm 78 having a roller 80, a second dancer arm 84 having a roller 86, and a third dancer arm 92 having a roller 94. The dancer arms 78, 84, 92 are attached to base 51 and rotate about the pivots located opposite their respective rollers 80, 86, and 94. The tag and tape handling system 50 also includes an idler roller 88, an idler roller 89, a driven roller 90 which includes a motor (not shown), and a carrier roller holder 70. A motor (not shown) drives carrier roller holder 70. The tag and tape handling system 50 also includes sensor 96 located adjacent the third dancer arm 92. When the third dancer arm rotates clockwise in front of sensor 96, the sensor 96 is triggered, which in turn sends a signal to the motor on the carrier roller holder 70 to start turning the carrier roller holder clockwise to take up the carrier 68. The tag and tape handling system 50 also includes a tag applying mechanism 102 for applying a tag to a length of tape. The tag applying mechanism 102 includes an arm 106 that pivots about pivot 105, a roller 103 mounted on the arm 106, and an actuator 104 that moves the arm 106 about pivot 105. Actuator 104 is preferably an air cylinder. The tag applying mechanism 102 is movable between a first position illustrated in Figure 2, and a second position illustrated in Figure 3, which is explained in more detail below. The tag and tape handling system 50 also includes a position sensor 98 that locates the position of the tags and a first interrogator 100 that tests and writes information to the tags, both of which are explained in more detail below.

[0028] An example of a suitable sensor 98 is commercially available as an NPN type proximity sensor, part number BiSU-M18-AN6X-H1141, from Turck, Inc. located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. An example of a suitable position sensor 98 is commercially available as a position sensor, part number CZ-K1, from Keyence Corporation of America located in Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey. An example of a suitable first interrogator 100 is commercially available as an interrogator assembly from Inside Technologies located in Aix-en-Provence, France, as part number M2 10H.

[0029] A tape roll 54 is mounted on the tape supply holder 52. The tape 56 on the tape roll 54 includes a backing 58 and an adhesive 60 on the backing. An example of a suitable tape is commercially available as Scotch brand box sealing tape No. 375 from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul, Minnesota. The tape 56 preferably moves along the following tape path 74 within the tag and tape handling system 50: a) from the tape supply holder 52 to the roller 80 on first dancer arm 78; b) then between the roller 103 on the tag applying mechanism 102 and the idler roller 89; and c) then to the idler rollers 82 in the tape head 14. The tape 56 then preferably moves along the following tape path within the tape head 14: a) from the idler rollers 82; b) then to the tape cutting mechanism 18 (shown in Figure 1); and then to the tape applying mechanism 16. When loading a new roll of tape 54 onto the tape supply holder 52, the tape is initially threaded through the tag and tape applicator 10 according to the tape path outlined above.

[0030] A roll 64 of tags 66 on a carrier 68 is mounted on the tag supply holder 62. The tags 66 are preferably radio-frequency tags 66, however the tags 66 may be any type of tags known in the art. The term "radio-frequency identification tag" is used throughout the specification, including the claims, it shall mean any tag capable of receiving, storing, and transmitting information through use of radio frequency waves. Radio-frequency identification tags are capable of receiving, storing and transmitting information and may be of any type suitable for this purpose. The tags may include an antenna, circuitry for processing radio-frequency signals, a microprocessor and digital memory. They may be passive devices, which only transmit signals upon receiving an interrogation signal and which rely on power contained in the incoming radio-frequency waves. They may also be active devices, which continuously or periodically transmit signals and include their own power supplies. Examples of commercially available radio-frequency identification tags include Intellitag brand RFID tags currently available from Intermec Technologies Corporation located in Everett, Washington, RFID tags currently available from Rafsec OY, located in Tampere, Finland, and SCS Corporation located in San Diego, California under the brand name Duralabel. Preferably, each tag 66 includes a layer of adhesive, which adheres the tag 66 to the carrier 68. In this embodiment, the carrier is a non-adhesive liner. Alternatively, the carrier could include a
layer of adhesive, and the tags would adhere to the layer of adhesive on the carrier 68. In this embodiment, the tags 66 are non-adhesive tags.

[0031] The radio-frequency identification tags 66 on carrier 68 preferably move along the following carrier path 76 within the tag and tape handling system 50: a) from the tag supply holder 62; b) then to the roller 86 mounted on the end of second dancer arm 84; c) then to idler roller 88; d) then past the position sensor 98; e) then past the first interrogator 100; f) then around idler roller 89; g) then around drive roller 90; h) then around the roller 94 mounted on the end of the third dancer arm 92; and i) then to carrier roll holder, which is driven by a motor (not shown). When mounting a new roll 64 of tags 66 on carrier 68 onto tag supply holder 62, the tags 66 and carrier 68 are initially threaded through the tape and tag handling system 50 according to the carrier path outlined above. Although the radio-frequency identification tags 66 on carrier 68 preferably move along the carrier path 76 outlined above, it is not essential that the tag and tape handling system 50 have this specific order of parts along the carrier path.

[0032] The tag and tape applicator 10 adheres a length of tape and a radio-frequency identification tag to an item or package, preferably a box. The radio-frequency identification tags can store a wide variety of information about the item or package to which it is adhered. For example, a tag may store a code indicative of the identity of the item or package. It may also store information about the movement history of the item or package, or about the weight of the item or package. The tag may store information about the contents of the package such as an inventory of the contents, value and manufacturer of the items in the package, when the package was sealed, hazard information regarding the contents of the package or transportation codes of the contents or package, required storage conditions of the package, or date of manufacture of the contents or warranty information concerning the contents.

[0033] To start the process of applying a tag and length of tape to an object, preferably a box, the motor on the drive roller 90 starts to pull the carrier 68 through the tag and tape handling system 50. The motor will continue to rotate drive roller 90 until the position sensor 98 locates the edge of a tag 66, at which point the motor will stop rotating the drive roller 90. In this location, the tag 66 is positioned directly in front of the first interrogator 100. The first interrogator 100 preferably first tests the tag 66 for the functionality of the staged tag 66. (If the tag 66 is not functional, then the tag and tape handling system 50 performs another sequence of steps described below). Next, a box 30 is inserted into the tag and tape applicator 10. As the box moves along the conveyor and belts, the box detection sensor 140 is triggered, sending a signal to the first interrogator 100 and then the first interrogator 100 writes information to the tag 66. Next, the first interrogator 100 preferably interrogates the tag 66 to verify that the information was properly written to the staged tag 66. Then, the box contacts the applying mechanism 102 adhering a first end of a length of tape 56 to the box. (Although the tag is tested, written and verified by first interrogator 100, the system 50 may include multiple antennae to perform these individual functions). During this time, the tag applying mechanism 102 is in the first position, as illustrated in Figure 2. After the tape is adhered to the box and after the box detection sensor 140 activates a control system which determines a predetermined delay, the tag applying mechanism 102 moves from the first position to the second position, as illustrated in Figure 3 and drive roller 90 starts to drive the carrier 68. In this second position, the tag applying mechanism 102 brings the adhesive 60 of tape 56 into contact with the tag 66. As the box continues to move through the applicator 10, the tape 56 will be pulled along the tape path, pulling the tag 66 with it and separating the tag from the carrier 68. Preferably, the bond between the adhesive on the tape and the tag is stronger than the bond between the tag and the carrier. The adhesive 60 of the tape 56 assists in the separation of the tag 66 from the carrier 68 and adheres the tag 66 to the tape 56. The tag applying mechanism 102 remains in the second position until the tag 66 is fully adhered to the tape 56 and then it returns to the first position. The motor will continue to rotate drive roller 90 until the position sensor 98 locates the edge of a new tag 66, at which point the motor will stop rotating the drive roller 90. After the box detection sensor 140 is triggered by the presence of another box, the entire process will repeat. As the process is repeated several times, the carrier 68 continues along the carrier path 76 until the carrier 68 is wrapped onto a roll 72 around carrier roll holder 70.

[0034] As the carrier 68 moves through the tag and tape handling system 50, a loop or short length of carrier 68 is created between the drive roller 90 and the roller 94 on the end of third dancer arm 92. As the loop or short length of carrier 68 lengthens, the third dancer arm 92, which is biased by a spring (not shown), swings clockwise and triggers the sensor 96. When the sensor 96 is triggered, it sends a signal to the motor on the carrier roll holder 70 to turn the carrier roll holder 70 counterclockwise to wrap the carrier 68 into a roll 72 of carrier 68.

[0035] If, in the above sequence of events described above, the first interrogator 100 tests a tag for the functionality of the tag and the tag 66 is not functional, then the motors on drive roller 94 and carrier roll holder 70 will start up and continue to move the carrier 68 and non-functioning tag 67 along the carrier path 76 to roll 72 without applying the non-functional tag to the tape 56. The tag applying mechanism 102 will remain in the first position illustrated in Figure 2. The tag and tape handling system 50 will then repeat the sequence of steps outlined above, until another tag 66 is located in front of first interrogator 100.

[0036] As the box continues to move through the applicator 10, the tape 56 continues to move along the tape path 74 outlined above with the tag 66 adhered the ad-
hesive of the tape 56. The tape and tag 66 travel from the tag applying mechanism 102, around idler rollers 82, to the tape cutting mechanism 18. The tape cutting mechanism 18 cuts the tape forming a length of tape with a radio-frequency identification tag 66 adhered to it. Lastly, the tape applying mechanism 16 finishes applying the length of tape and tag to the box 30. The buff roller 20 buffs the second end of the length of tape on the box 30, as the box 30 exits the tag and tape applicator 10. As the box exits the tag and tape applicator 10, the second interrogator 29 verifies the information on the tag on the box. This optional verification step will help indicate whether the tag was damaged during application or during subsequent handling. Alternatively, the second interrogator 29 may write additional information to the tag.

The tag and tape applicator 10 may have multiple tags 66 spaced from each other in the queue waiting to be applied or only one tag on the tape 56 extending between the tag applying mechanism 102 and the tape applying mechanism 16. For example, as a first box moves through the tag and tape applicator 10 and a first length of tape and a first tag is applied to the first box, the first interrogator 100 may test, write, and verify information on a second tag corresponding to contents in a second box following the first box. Then, the tag applying mechanism 102 applies the second tag to the tape 56. Alternatively, the tag and tape applicator 10 may apply a first tag to a first length of tape, which is immediately applied to a first box without having the tag in a queue waiting to be applied.

After a period of time, the carrier roll holder 70 will contain a roll 72 of carrier and non-functioning tags 67. This roll 72 may be taken off the carrier roll holder 70 and returned to a tag manufacturer for a rebate on the non-functioning tags. The tag and tape applicator 10 may include a tag counting device, such as an optional sensor located close to the carrier path leading to the carrier liner roll 70, which will automatically count the number of non-functioning tags 67 as they move along the carrier path 76, so a user will know how many non-functioning tags 67 the roll 72 will contain. Alternatively, the first interrogator 100 may include a counting device to count the number of non-functioning tags as it tests the tags 66 or to count the total number of functional tags and non-functioning tags.

Figures 4 and 5 show an illustrative embodiment of a radio-frequency identification tag applicator 120. The radio-frequency identification tag applicator 120 operates in a manner similar to the tag and tape applicator 10 with the exception of an alternative tag dispensing mechanism 126 and that the radio-frequency tags are applied directly on the object without the use of tape.

The tag applicator 120 includes a tag supply holder 62 for receiving a roll 64 of radio-frequency tags 66 on a carrier 68, similar to those described above in reference to the tag acid tape applicator 10. Preferably, the tags include a layer of adhesive on a non-adhesive liner. The tag applicator 120 also includes an idler roller 122, an idler roller 124, an idler roller 132, a drive roller 134, dancer arm 92 including a roller 94, a buff roller 138, and a carrier roll holder 70. A motor (not shown) drives carrier roll holder 70 and a motor (not shown) drives drive roller 134. The tag applicator 120 also includes a position sensor 98, a sensor 96, and a first interrogator 100, similar to those described above in reference to the tag and tape applicator 10. The tag applicator 120 also includes a tag dispensing mechanism 126. The tag dispensing mechanism 126 includes an actuator 130, a platen 128 mounted on the end of the actuator 130, and two opposing platen guides 129, which guide the movement of the platen 128 by the actuator 130. Preferably, the actuator 130 is an air cylinder. The outside surfaces of the platen guides 129 are hemispherical so that together they form a cylinder for the tags 66 and carrier 68 to travel around without the tags 66 separating from the carrier 68. The platen 128 includes a sharp radius or point at its end opposite the actuator 130 to help separate the tag from the carrier, when the tag dispensing mechanism 126 is in the first position.

The radio-frequency identification tags 66 on carrier 68 preferably move along the following carrier path 76 within the tag applicator 120: a) from the tag supply holder 62; b) then to the idler roller 122; c) then to the idler roller 124; d) then past the position sensor 98; e) then past the interrogator 100; f) then to the tag dispensing mechanism 126; g) then to the idler roller 132; h) then to the drive roller 134; i) then to idler roller 136; and j) then onto carrier roll holder 70. Although the radio-frequency identification tags 66 on carrier 68 preferably move along the carrier path 76 outlined above, it is not essential that the tag and tape handling system 50 have this specific order of parts along the carrier path.

The tag dispensing mechanism 126 is movable between a first position, as illustrated in Figure 4, and a second position, as illustrated in Figure 5. In the first position, the actuator moves the platen 128 to extend beyond the platen guides 129 to separate the tags 66 from the carrier 68 or to dispense the tags 66. In the second position, the actuator 130 positions the platen 128 so that it does not extend beyond the platen guides 129. In this position, the tags 66 remain on the carrier 68 as they travel on the carrier path along the outside surfaces of the platen guides 129. In this second position, the tag dispensing mechanism 126 does not dispense the tags 66.

Similar to the tag and tape applicator 10 described above, the motor on the drive roller 134 is triggered by the box detection sensor 140 and starts to pull the carrier 68 along the carrier path through the tag applicator 120. The motor will continue to rotate roller 134 until the position sensor 98 locates the edge of a tag 66, at which point the motor will stop rotating the roller 134. In this location, the tag 66 is positioned directly in front of the first interrogator 100. The first interrogator 100 preferably first tests the tag 66 for the functionality of the tag 66, and if the tag 66 is functional, then the first interrogator...
100 writes information to the tag 66. (If the tag 66 is not functional, then the tag applicator 120 performs another sequence of steps described below.) Next, the first interrogator 100 preferably reads or interrogates the tag 66 to verify that the information was properly written to the tag 66. During this time, the tag dispensing mechanism 126 is in the first position, as illustrated in Figure 4. After the first interrogator 100 tests, writes, and verifies the information on the tag 66, the tag dispensing mechanism 126 remains in the first position, as illustrated in Figure 4, to dispense the tag. In this first position, the tags 66 continue to move in a straight direction along the platen due to the relative stiffness of the tags 66 as compared to the carrier 68, while the carrier 68 or liner is pulled in an opposite direction around the platen edge. In this first position, the tag dispensing mechanism dispenses the tags onto an object, preferably a package or a box 30, as it is moves along conveyor 22 with the adhesive from the tag adhering to the box. The motor on drive roller 134 will then start up again when the box detection sensor 140 is triggered by the presence of another box to repeat the process. Eventually the carrier 68 continues along the carrier path 76 until the carrier 68 is wrapped into a roll 72 around carrier roll holder 70.

**[0044]** When the first interrogator 100 tests a tag for the functionality of the tag and the tag 66 is not functional, then the tag dispensing device 126 moves to the second position, illustrated in Figure 5, and the motors on drive roller 134 and carrier roll holder 70 will start up and continue to move the carrier 68 and non-functioning tag 67 along the carrier path. The tag and tape handling system 50 will then repeat the sequence of steps outlined above, until another tag 66 is located in front of first interrogator 100.

**[0045]** As the carrier 68 is moving through the tag applicator 120, a loop or short length of carrier 68 is created between the drive roller 134 and the roller 94 on the end of dancer arm 92. As the loop or short length of carrier 68 lengths, the dancer arm 92, which is biased by a spring (not shown), swings counter clockwise and eventually triggers the sensor 96. When the sensor 96 is triggered, it sends a signal to the motor on the carrier roll holder 70 to turn the carrier roll holder 70 clockwise to form a roll 72 of carrier 68.

**[0046]** Preferably, both the tag and tape applicator 10 and the tag applicator 120 include a control system for operating the sensors and motors on the applicators. One example of a suitable control system is a single board computer SBS-150 from Octagon Systems located in Colorado and an industrial input/output control board from Opto 22 located in Temecula, California.

**[0047]** The tag and tape applicator 10 may include an optional printer for printing on the tape and/or the tags prior to adhering them to objects. For example, the applicator 10 may include a tape applicator 12 such as the print and apply applicators commercially available from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, located in St. Paul, Minnesota under the brand name 3M-Matic as CA2000 Corner Label Applicator and PS2000 Print & Seal Applicator. In addition, the tag applicator 120 may include an optional printer for printing on the tags before applying them to objects.

**[0048]** The information written to the radio-frequency identification tags in either the tag and tape applicator 10 or the tag applicator 120 could be supplied by the system described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/893,823, "Package Labeling," (3M file number 56729US002), that was filed on June 28, 2001, which is hereby incorporated by reference.

**[0049]** Figure 6 illustrates alternative positions for a radio-frequency tag 66 on a box 30. The box 30 includes four opposing sides 40, a top 42 and a bottom 44. The top 42 and bottom 44 are each made of two external or major flaps 32, 34 and two internal or minor flaps 36, 38. To form the top 42 or bottom 44, a user first brings the two minor flaps together to be perpendicular to the sides 40 and then brings the two major flaps together to also be perpendicular to the sides 40 and to enclose the minor flaps. A seam is created between the first and second major flaps 32, 34. Tape 56 is used to seal the seam of the box 30. A radio-frequency tag 66 is located between the tape 56 and box 30 along the seams of the flaps 32, 34. If the tape 56 is clear, a user may see the tag 66 and prevent cutting the tag when the box 30 is opened. However, if the tape 56 is not clear, but opaque, the tag 66 may be hidden from view, providing extra security for unauthorized intentional removal from the box. Additionally, this position provides extra security by reducing the probability of tampering with the tag itself or the information contained in the tag. Alternatively, a length of tape 56 may extend around a corner of the box 30. In this alternative, the tag 66 is between the tape 56 and one side 40 of the box 66. The tape and tag applicator 10 illustrated in Figures 1-3 may be used to apply the lengths of tape 56 and tags 66 on box 30, as described above.

**[0050]** For illustrative purposes it is noted that without the use of tape, the radio-frequency tags 66 may also be applied anywhere on the box. For example, the tag 66 may be applied to the side 40 of the box 30 or to the top 42 of the box 30. Alternatively, a tag 66 may be applied to one of the internal or minor flaps 38 prior to sealing the outside or major flaps 32, 34 of the box. Alternatively, a tag may be applied to side of the major flap 34 facing inwards towards the minor flap 38 of the box. In either of these alternatives, the tag 66 is hidden from view or the presence of the tag is minimized, providing extra security by reducing the probability of tampering with either the tag itself or the information contained in the tag. Additionally, this alternative provides even greater security for the tag from damage as it moved through the supply chain or from unauthorized intentional removal from the box. Alternatively, the tag could be placed anywhere inside the box or anywhere on the exterior surface of the box. The tag applicator 120 illustrated in Figures 4-5 may be used to apply tags 66 on box 30, as described above.

**[0051]** The foregoing detailed description and exam-
samples have been given for clarity of understanding only. No unnecessary limitations are to be understood therefrom. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that many changes can be made in the embodiments described without departing from the scope of the invention. Thus, the scope of the present invention should not be limited to the exact details and structures described herein, but rather by the structures described by the language of the claims, and the equivalents of those structures.

Claims

1. A radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator (10), comprising:
   a) a tag and tape handling system (50), comprising:
      i) a base (51);
      ii) a tape supply holder (52) attached to said base (51);
      iii) a tag supply holder (62) attached to said base (51); and
      iv) a tag applying mechanism (102) attached to said base (51) for applying a tag to a length of tape; and
   b) a taping head (14) for applying the tag and the length of tape to an object (30);
   characterized in that said taping head comprises:
      i) a tape cutting mechanism (18); and
      ii) a tape applying mechanism (16).

2. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 1, wherein said tag and tape applicator (10) includes a tape path (74) between said tape supply holder (52) and said tape applying mechanism (16), wherein said tape cutting mechanism (18) is located on said tape path between said tape supply holder (52) and said tape applying mechanism (16), and wherein said tag applying mechanism (102) is located on said tape path (74) between said tape supply holder (52) and said tape cutting mechanism (18).

3. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 1, wherein said tag and tape handling system (50) further comprises a first interrogator (100) attached to said base (51).

4. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 3 further comprising a roll (64) of a plurality of radio-frequency identification tags (66) on a carrier (68) mounted on said tag supply holder (62) and a roll (54) of tape mounted on said tape supply holder (52), wherein said first interrogator (100) tests one of said radio-frequency identification tags (66) for the functionality of said tag, and if said tag is functional, then said first interrogator writes information to said tag.

5. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 4, wherein said tag applying mechanism (102) moves to said second position, wherein when said tag applying mechanism (102) contacts said tape (56), said first interrogator reads said tag for the information to verify the information was properly written to said tag.

6. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 4, wherein said tag applying mechanism (102) movable between a first position and a second position, wherein when said tag applying mechanism (102) is in said first position, said tag applying mechanism does not apply one of said radio-frequency identification tags (66) to a length of tape (56), and wherein when said tag applying mechanism (102) is in said second position, said tag applying mechanism applies one of said radio-frequency identification tags (66) to said length of tape (56).

7. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 6, wherein said first interrogator (100) writes information to said tag (66), and said tag applying mechanism (102) moves to said second position to apply said tag (66) to said length of tape (56).

8. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 4, wherein said tag applying mechanism (102) is in said second position, said tag applying mechanism contacts said tape (56) to adhere one of said radio-frequency identification tags (66) to said tape and to separate said tag (66) from said carrier (68).

9. The radio-frequency identification tag and tape applicator of claim 3, further comprising:
   a second interrogator (29) for reading information from said tag.

10. A method of applying a radio-frequency identification tag (66) from a carrier (68) to a tape and of applying a length of tape (56) to an object (30), comprising the steps of:
   providing a length of tape (56), wherein the length of tape (56) includes a backing (58) and an adhesive (60) on the backing;
   providing a first radio-frequency identification tag (66) on a carrier (68);
   providing a tag applying mechanism (102); contacting the first radio-frequency identification tag (66) to the adhesive (60) of the tape (56) and separating the radio-frequency identification tag
(66) from the carrier (68) to apply the first radio-frequency identification tag to the length of tape (56) with the tag applying mechanism (102); providing a tape applying mechanism (16) and a tape cutting mechanism (18); cutting the length of tape with the tape cutting mechanism (18); and applying the length of tape (56) to the object (30) with the tape applying mechanism (16).

11. The method of claim 10, comprising the further step of:

prior to the contacting step, testing the radio frequency identification tag (66) for the functionality of the radio-frequency identification tag; if the radio-frequency identification tag (66) is functional, then writing information to the radio-frequency identification tag; and if the radio-frequency identification tag (66) is not functional, then providing a second radio-frequency identification tag on the carrier (68) and repeating the contacting step and the separating step.

12. The method of claim 11, comprising the further step of:

after the writing step, verifying that the information was properly written to the tag.

Patentansprüche

1. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer (10), mit:

a) einem Etikett- und Bandhandhabungssystem (50), aufweisend:

i) eine Basis (51)
ii) einen an der Basis (51) befestigten Bandzuführungshalter (52); iii) einen an der Basis (51) befestigten Etikettzuführungshalter (62); und iv) einen an der Basis (51) befestigten Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) zum Aufbringen eines Etiketts auf eine Länge Band; und

b) einem Bandaufbringkopf (14) zum Aufbringen des Etiketts und der Länge Band auf ein Objekt (30);
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Bandaufbringkopf aufweist:

i) einen Bandschneidemechanismus (18); und ii) einen Bandappliziermechanismus (16).

2. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Etikett- und Bandapplizierer (10) einen Bandpfad (74) zwischen dem Bandzuführungshalter (52) und dem Bandappliziermechanismus (16) aufweist, wobei der Bandschneidemechanismus (18) in dem Bandpfad zwischen dem Bandzuführungshalter (52) und dem Bandappliziermechanismus (16) angeordnet ist, und wobei der Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) in dem Bandpfad (74) zwischen dem Bandzuführungshalter (52) und dem Bandschneidemechanismus (18) angeordnet ist.

3. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Etikett- und Bandhandhabungssystem (50) ferner einen ersten Interrogator (100) aufweist, der an der Basis (51) befestigt ist.

4. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 3, ferner aufweisend eine Rolle (64) mehrerer Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketten (66) auf einem am Etikettzuführungshalter (62) montierten Träger (68) und eine am Bandzuführungshalter (52) montierte Rolle (54) Band; wobei der erste Interrogator (100) eins der Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketten (66) auf die Funktionalität des Etiketts prüft, und wenn das Etikett funktioniert, der erste Interrogator Information auf das Etikett schreibt.

5. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 4, wobei nach dem Schreiben der Information auf das Etikett (66) durch den ersten Interrogator (100) der erste Interrogator die Information auf dem Etikett liest, um zu verifizieren, dass die Information korrekt auf das Etikett geschrieben wurde.

6. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) zwischen einer ersten Position und einer zweiten Position bewegbar ist, wobei, wenn sich der Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) in der ersten Position befindet, der Etikettappliziermechanismus kein Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett (66) auf eine Länge Band (56) aufbringt; und wobei, wenn sich der Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) in der zweiten Position befindet, der Etikettappliziermechanismus eines der Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketten (66) auf die Länge Band (56) aufbringt.

7. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 6, wobei nach dem Schreiben der Information auf das Etikett (66) durch den ersten Interrogator (100) der Etikettappliziermecha-
nismus (102) in die zweite Position geht, um das Etikett (66) auf die Länge Band (56) aufzubringen.

8. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 6, wobei, wenn sich der Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) in der zweiten Position befindet, er das Band (56) berührt, um eins der Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketten (66) auf das Band aufzukleben und das Etikett (66) vom Träger (68) abzulösen.

9. Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett- und Bandapplizierer nach Anspruch 3, ferner aufweisend:

   einen zweiten Interrogator (29) zum Lesen der Information auf dem Etikett.

10. Verfahren zum Aufbringen eines Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketts (66) von einem Träger (68) auf ein Band und zum Aufbringen einer Länge Band (56) auf ein Objekt (30), aufweisend folgende Schritte:

   Bereitstellen einer Länge Band (56), wobei die Länge Band (56) einen Rücken (58) und einen Klebstoff (60) auf dem Rücken aufweist;
   Bereitstellen eines ersten Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketts (66) auf dem Träger (68);
   Bereitstellen eines Etikettappliziermechanismus (102);
   In-Kontakt-Bringen des ersten Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketts (66) mit dem Klebstoff (60) des Bandes (56) und Ablösen des Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketts (66) vom Träger (68), um das erste Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett mit dem Etikettappliziermechanismus (102) auf die Länge Band (56) aufzubringen;
   Bereitstellen eines Bandappliziermechanismus (16) und eines Bandschneidemechanismus (18);
   Abschneiden der Länge Band mit dem Bandschneidemechanismus (18); und
   Aufbringen der Länge Band (56) auf das Objekt (30) mit dem Bandappliziermechanismus (16).

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, ferner aufweisend folgenden Schritt:

   vor dem Schritt des In-Kontakt-Bringens, Prüfen des Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketts (66) auf seine Funktionalität;
   wenn das Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett (66) funktioniert, Schreiben der Information auf das Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett; und
   wenn das Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetikett (66) nicht funktioniert, Bereitstellen eines zweiten Radiofrequenz-Identifikationsetiketts auf dem Träger (68) und Wiederholen des Schrittes des In-Kontakt-Bringens und des Ablösungs-

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, ferner aufweisend folgenden Schritt:

   Verifizieren, nach dem Schreibschritt, dass die Information korrekt auf das Etikett geschrieben wurde.

Revendications

1. Applicateur d'étiquettes d'identification par radiofréquence et de ruban (10) comprenant :

   a) un système de manipulation d'étiquettes et de ruban (50) comprenant :
     i) une base (51);
     ii) un porte-noyau d’alimentation de ruban (52) attaché à ladite base (51);
     iii) un porte-noyau d’alimentation d’étiquettes (62) attaché à ladite base (51); et
     iv) un mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) attaché à ladite base (51) pour appliquer une étiquette sur une longueur de ruban ; et

   b) une tête d’application de ruban (14) pour appliquer l’étiquette et la longueur de ruban sur un objet (30) ;

   caractérisé en ce que ladite tête d’application de ruban comprend :
     i) un mécanisme de coupe de ruban (18) ; et
     ii) un mécanisme d’application de ruban (16).

2. Applicateur d'étiquettes d'identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 1, le dit applicateur d’étiquettes et de ruban (10) comprenant un chemin de ruban (74) entre ledit porte-noyau d’alimentation du ruban (52) et ledit mécanisme d’application du ruban (16), ledit mécanisme de coupe du ruban (18) étant situé sur ledit chemin du ruban entre ledit porte-noyau d’alimentation du ruban (52) et ledit mécanisme d’application du ruban (16), et ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) étant situé sur ledit chemin du ruban (74) entre ledit porte-noyau d’alimentation du ruban (52) et ledit mécanisme de coupe du ruban (18).

3. Applicateur d'étiquettes d'identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 1, le dit système de manipulation des étiquettes et du ruban (50) comprenant en outre un premier interrogateur (100) attaché à ladite base (51).
4. Applicateur d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 3 comprenant en outre un rouleau (64) d’une pluralité d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence (66) monté sur un porte-étiquette (68) monté sur ledit porte-noyau d’alimentation d’étiquettes (62) et un rouleau (54) de ruban monté sur ledit porte-noyau d’alimentation du ruban (52), ledit premier interrogateur (100) testant une desdites étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence (66) pour la fonctionnalité de ladite étiquette, et si ladite étiquette est fonctionnelle, ledit premier interrogateur écrivant alors une information sur ladite étiquette.

5. Applicateur d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 4, dans lequel, après que le premier interrogateur (100) a écrit l’information sur ladite étiquette (66), ledit premier interrogateur lit l’information sur ladite étiquette pour vérifier si l’information a été écrite correctement sur ladite étiquette.

6. Applicateur d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) est amovible entre une première position et une deuxième position, dans lequel, lorsque ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) est dans ladite première position, ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette n’applique pas une desdites étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence (66) sur une longueur de ruban (56), et dans lequel, lorsque ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) est dans ladite deuxième position, ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette applique une desdites étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence (66) sur ladite longueur de ruban (56).

7. Applicateur d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 6, dans lequel, après que ledit premier interrogateur (100) a écrit une information sur ladite étiquette (66), ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) se met dans ladite deuxième position pour appliquer ladite étiquette (66) sur ladite longueur de ruban (56).

8. Applicateur d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 6, dans lequel, lorsque ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) est dans ladite deuxième position, ledit mécanisme d’application d’étiquette entre en contact avec ledit ruban (56) pour faire coller une desdites étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence (66) sur ledit ruban et pour séparer ladite étiquette (66) dudit porte-étiquette (68).

9. Applicateur d’étiquettes d’identification par radiofréquence et de ruban selon la revendication 3, comprenant en outre :

   un deuxième interrogateur (29) pour lire l’information sur ladite étiquette.

10. Procédé d’application d’une étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) depuis un porte-étiquette (68) sur un ruban et d’application d’une longueur de ruban (56) sur un objet (30), comprenant les étapes consistant à :

   fournir une longueur de ruban (56), cette longueur de ruban (56) comprenant une couche de support (58) et une colle (60) sur cette couche de support ;
   fournir une première étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) sur un porte-étiquette (68) ;
   fournir un mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) ;
   mettre en contact la première étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) avec la colle (60) du ruban (56) et séparer l’étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) du porte-étiquette (68) pour appliquer la première étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence sur la longueur de ruban (56) avec le mécanisme d’application d’étiquette (102) ;
   fournir un mécanisme d’application de ruban (16) et un mécanisme de coupe de ruban (18) ;
   couper la longueur de ruban avec le mécanisme de coupe du ruban (18) ; et
   appliquer la longueur de ruban (56) sur l’objet (30) avec le mécanisme d’application du ruban (16).

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant les étapes supplémentaires consistant à :

   avant l’étape de mise en contact, tester l’étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) pour la fonctionnalité de l’étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence ;
   si l’étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) est fonctionnelle, écrire alors l’information sur l’étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence ; et
   si l’étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence (66) n’est pas fonctionnelle, fournir alors une deuxième étiquette d’identification par radiofréquence sur le porte-étiquette (68) et répéter l’étape de mise en contact et l’étape de séparation.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant l’étape supplémentaire consistant à :

   après l’étape d’écriture, vérifier que l’information
a été écrite correctement sur l’étiquette.
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